
Runner with Non-Slip Latex Backing

            

             

DESCRIPTION:  8.5 mm imitation leather, 3.20 mm sponge, 4 mm velvet fabric.

Size: 100x100 – 160x160 – 80x150 – 80x200 – 80x300 – 160x120 – 160x230

Washable: This rug is front loading machine washable at Cold and Cold setting(30°C) on delicate cycle. Do not bleach. Do not tumble dry.

Design: Fashion printed * Usage: Home living room, Kitchen, Bedroom, Indoor and Outdoor * Rug type: Non Slip, washable, soft, easy to clean 
*Gorgeous colors and beautifully printed designs that accent and add an instant pop of character to any space as a delicate complement *It is very
robust and stable on the base. *Sturdy durable and non-shedding nylon pile and reinforced overlock edges to ensure it lasts and serves you for long 
years *Made in OEKO-TEX Standard 100 factory, an ndependent certification system that ensures textiles meet high safety and environmental 
standards.    



                                                                                        

                Non-Slip Printed Area Rug                 

                                                                              

                            

                         
DESCRIPTION:  

8.5 mm felt with non slip points, 3.20 mm sponge, 4 mm velvet fabric.

Size: 

50x80 – 80x150 – 80x200 – 80x300 – 160x120 – 160x230

Washable: 

This rug is front loading machine washable at Cold and Cold setting(30°C) on delicate cycle. Do not bleach. Do not tumble dry.

Design: 

Fashion printed * Usage: Home living room, Kitchen, Bedroom, Indoor and Outdoor * Rug type: Non Slip, washable, soft, easy to clean *Gorgeous 
colors and beautifully printed designs that accent and add an instant pop of character to any space as a delicate complement *It is very robust and
stable on the base. *Sturdy durable and non-shedding nylon pile and reinforced overlock edges to ensure it lasts and serves you for long years 
*Made in OEKO-TEX Standard 100 factory, an independent certification system that ensures textiles meet high safety and environmental standards.



                                                                           

                                                     Non-Slip Printed Bathmats

                                                                                                                           

                         

DESCRIPTION:  

8.5 mm felt with non slip points, 3.20 mm sponge, 4 mm velvet fabric.

Size  

60x100 – 60x50

Washable: 

This rug is front loading machine washable at Cold and Cold setting(30°C) on delicate cycle. Do not bleach. Do not 
tumble dry.

Design: 

Fashion printed * Usage: Home living room, Kitchen, Bedroom, Indoor and Outdoor * Rug type: Non Slip, washable, soft, 
easy to clean *Gorgeous colors and beautifully printed designs that accent and add an instant pop of character to 
any space as a delicate complement *It is very robust and stable on the base. *Sturdy durable and non-shedding nylon
pile and reinforced overlock edges to ensure it lasts and serves you for long years *Made in OEKO-TEX Standard 100 
factory, an independent certification system that ensures textiles meet high safety and environmental standards.



                                                                                

                    Wowen Floor Rug                 

                                                          

      

                                 

DESCRIPTION:  Wowen Floor Rug                 

Product Details:100% cotton woven-based carpet also has an extra anti-slip feature. In this way, hold perfectly to all 
surfaces.The upper surface is designed chenille fabrics. Anti-allergic feature thanks to its non-shedding and smooth 
surface. It is suitable for use in patients with asthma and children Thanks to this feature, it prevents the formation of dust 
and fluff.The surface of this carpet, produced with the digital printing technique, is stain-proof and easily 
wipeable.Does not contain any harmful substance to nature and human health.You can wash your carpet in the 
washing machine at 30 ° C or by hand thanks to its flexible, foldable structure.Do not use softeners and bleaches. Do 
not squeeze and do not hedge.

Size  80x150 – 100X140 – 133X190 –  200X300

Washable: This rug is front loading machine washable at Cold and Cold setting(30°C) on delicate cycle. Do not 
bleach. Do not tumble dry.

Design: Fashion printed * Usage: Home living room, Kitchen, Bedroom, Indoor and Outdoor * Rug type: Non Slip, 
washable, soft, easy to clean *Gorgeous colors and beautifully printed designs that accent and add an instant pop of 
character to any space as a delicate complement *It is very robust and stable on the base. *Sturdy durable and non-
shedding nylon pile and reinforced overlock edges to ensure it lasts and serves you for long years *Made in OEKO-TEX 
Standard 100 factory, an independent certification system that ensures textiles meet high safety and environmental 
standards.



                 Double-Sided Turkish Kilim

                

   

DESCRIPTION.

Size: 80x150 – 80x200 – 80x300 – 120X180 – 160x230

Washable: This rug is front loading machine washable at Cold and Cold setting(30°C) on delicate cycle. Do 
not bleach. Do not tumble dry.

MATERIAL: %100 Cotton

Design:It is very robust and stable on the base. Both sides can be used, suitable for underfloor heating. 
Colourful,elegeant and timeless. Usage: Home living room, kitchen, bedroom, Indoor and outdoor.



                             Turkish Kilim

                

        

DESCRIPTION.

Size: 

80x150 – 80x200 – 80x300 – 100x150 - 120X180 – 160x230

Washable: 

This rug is front loading machine washable at Cold and Cold setting(30°C) on delicate cycle. Do 
not bleach. Do not tumble dry.

MATERIAL: 

%100 Cotton

Design: 

It is very robust and stable on the base. *Usage: Home living room, kitchen, bedroom, Indoor and 
outdoor.



                  Double-Sided Anatolian Kilim

                

                           

                         

DESCRIPTION.

Size: 80x150 – 80x200 – 80x300 – 100x150 - 120X180 – 160x230

Washable: This rug is front loading machine washable at Cold and Cold setting(30°C) on delicate cycle. Do not bleach. Do not 
tumble dry.

MATERIAL: %60 Cotton, %35 polyester %5 viscose

Design: These soft cotton blend double sided rugs are ideal for the bath, kitchen, bedside, home Office or anywhere eslse you’d like 
to add color and a decorative flourish.



                                  Post Plush            

                        

 

DESCRIPTION.

Size: 70x105 – 90x140 – 160x200

Washable: This rug is front loading machine washable at Cold and Cold setting(30°C) on delicate cycle. Do 
not bleach. Do not tumble dry.

MATERIAL: 100% Polyester 



                           Blackout  Curtain

                                                  

             

              
DESCRIPTION.

Size: Any Size you wish..

Washable: Machine washable 30°C

MATERIAL: 100% Polyester

Design: There might be minor color variation between actual product and image shown on screen due to 
lighting on the photography. Scurtain blocks out sunlight and harmful UV rays, reduces outside noise, and 
ensures total privacy..



                                 Curtain
               

                        

                        

                       

DESCRIPTION.

Size: 140x270

Washable: Machine washable 30°C

MATERIAL: 100% Polyester

Design: There might be minor color variation between actual product and image shown on screen due to 
lighting on the photography. Scurtain blocks out sunlight and harmful UV rays, reduces outside noise, and 
ensures total privacy..

P.S: We do also produce that Curtian which any size you wish.You can used those curtians with curnice pole 
and rustic pipe.



                            Digital Curtain

                               
                        

                         

                          
DESCRIPTION.

Size: 135x270

Washable: Machine washable 30°C

MATERIAL: 100% Polyester

Design: There might be minor color variation between actual product and image shown on screen due to 
lighting on the photography. Scurtain blocks out sunlight and harmful UV rays, reduces outside noise, and 
ensures total privacy..



Throw Pillow 

                                 

  

         
                                    
DESCRIPTION. Decorative throw pillow

Size: 45x45

Washable: Machine washable 30°C

MATERIAL: 100% Polyester

DesignPremium quality, printed fabric. Double-sided. Invisible zipper. Suitable for sofas, beds, home decor, 
office. 

P.S:Insert pillow is 400 gr Silicone Fiber.



         

                Mattress and Sleeping Products

                     

                        

                                      
PRODUCTS NAME: 

Mattress: We have 5 different types of mattresses including Latex and Visco. All sizes can be produced.

Fitted VISCO Mattress Protector: *Produced with a 100% cotton VİSCO fabric,  for a sof feeling that provides long lasting 
comfort. Fitted sheet has elastic around the edge to help fit securely over the mattress. Practial for people confined to 
bed due to an illness as well as those with hyperhidrosis disorder. Quilt pattern, may vary depending on the stocks.

Mattress Pad: * Inner padding: 6 cm feather smart sponge designed for perfect sleep. Fabric: Outer fabric with Viscon 
feature is machine washable thanks to its zippered structure. 4 sides with rubber, thanks to its non-slip feature 
completely covers your bed.

Memory Foam Visco Pillow :*Measures 50x70 cm.  Super soft and breathable Visco fabric , prevents perspiration.
Provides optimum moisture exchange and temperatur regulation due to viscose made of bamboo fibres.



 HandMade Vintage Carpet

  

  

         
DESCRIPTION

For a contemporary look with abstract appeal, this over-dyed area rug is skillfully crafted by the revitalization of a genuine hand knotted vintage 
Turkish rug woven in the 60's or 70's. Made from wool on cotton. The process in creating these works of art begins by shearing to lower the pile and to 
help "distress" them. They then undergo a series of processes to remove the color. They are now ready to be dyed in one color, a stage that can be 
repeated several times to reach the desired saturation level and hues that complement and contrast the old. In addition to being unique and hand-
knotted, these rugs make a very special statement about bridging generations of artisanal skill and knowledge over time. This magnificent 
transformation can be considered a piece of contemporary art, with a unique look that complements any modern décor.

Washable: without using chemical drugs ,washed and wiped with plain water.

MATERIAL: 70% Cotton 30% Wool

Design:Premium quality, printed fabric. Double-sided. Invisible zipper. Suitable for sofas, beds, home decor, office. 



HandMade Patchwork Carpet

       

 

DESCRIPTION. 
Patchwork overdyed rugs are made from a number of different rug fragments that have been cut into smaller shapes and hand-
sewn together using a sturdy yarn. All our patchwork rugs are then backed with cotton cloth, which acts as reinforcement. They may
be made from bold contrasting colors, or from variant shades of the same tone. Each fragment has a different history, and a 
different story to tell, and one rug may showcase a whole variety of different patterns and weaving techniques, belying its complex 
history and making every patchwork rug truly unique.
Size: We can also produce custom over-dyed patchwork rugs in any size and color combination. Or we can combine or resize any 
of our existing kilim patchwork rugs to suit your needs.
Washable:Please do not washed without using chemical medicine , You can cleaning wiped with plain water.
MATERIAL: 70% Cotton 30% Wool
Design:Premium quality, printed fabric. Double-sided. Invisible zipper. Suitable for sofas, beds, home decor, office. 



Handmade 3D Carpet

DESCRIPTION: For a contemporary look with abstract appeal, this over-dyed area rug is skillfully crafted by the 
revitalization of a genuine hand knotted 3D Turkish rug woven in the 60's or 70's. Made from wool on cotton. The 
process in creating these works of art begins by shearing to lower the pile and to help "distress" them. They then 
undergo a series of processes to remove the color. They are now ready to be dyed in one color, a stage that can be 
repeated several times to reach the desired saturation level and hues that complement and contrast the old. In 
addition to being unique and hand-knotted, these rugs make a very special statement about bridging generations 
of artisanal skill and knowledge over time. This magnificent transformation can be considered a piece of 
contemporary art, with a unique look that complements any modern décor.
Washable: without using chemical drugs ,washed and wiped with plain water.
MATERIAL: 70% Cotton 30% Wool
Design:Premium quality, printed fabric. Double-sided. Invisible zipper. Suitable for sofas, beds, home decor, office.



                           

      Oversized Vintage Carpet

                                              

                                    

                                                                    

DESCRIPTION: For a contemporary look with abstract appeal, this over-dyed area rug is skillfully crafted by the revitalization of a genuine hand 
knotted Oversized rug woven in the 60's or 70's. Made from wool on cotton. The process in creating these works of art begins by shearing to lower the 
pile and to help "distress" them. They then undergo a series of processes to remove the color. They are now ready to be dyed in one color, a stage 
that can be repeated several times to reach the desired saturation level and hues that complement and contrast the old. In addition to being 
unique and hand-knotted, these rugs make a very special statement about bridging generations of artisanal skill and knowledge over time. This 
magnificent transformation can be considered a piece of contemporary art, with a unique look that complements any modern décor.
Washable: without using chemical drugs ,washed and wiped with plain water.
MATERIAL: 70% Cotton 30% Wool
Design:Premium quality, printed fabric. Double-sided. Invisible zipper. Suitable for sofas, beds, home decor, office.


	Memory Foam Visco Pillow :*Measures 50x70 cm.  Super soft and breathable Visco fabric , prevents perspiration.  Provides optimum moisture exchange and temperatur regulation due to viscose made of bamboo fibres.

